CASE STUDY
P S Y C H I A T R Y

Major Depressive Disorder (MDD)
DEPRESSION OUTREACH STUDY | PHASE 3

A massive, three-year, four-protocol, pivotal study, requiring over 6,700 global participants,
demanded the highest level of strategic planning, coordination, and precise execution to achieve
on-time enrollment. To generate large-scale awareness and interest, BBK developed a robust
centralized and localized advertising campaign that drove patients to sites in record numbers—
boosting screening rates by over 50% and resulting in over 25,000 referrals in 30 months.

36 MONTHS

COUNTRIES

3,916 PATIENTS

336 SITES

CHALLENGES

24
Gaining global buy-in and alignment
on program strategy and
implementation.

Navigating country-specific
advertising requirements and highly
complex global advertising outreach
strategy.

Competing for patient and physician
mindshare within a heavily crowded
treatment landscape.

Depression Outreach Study
MAJOR DEPRESSIVE DISORDER

KEY TAKEAWAY

25,179 Referrals

KEY TACTICS

Television

Paid Search

Facebook

Streaming Radio

Gaming Networks

The three-year enrollment window allowed BBK to consistently optimize
tactical outreach to meet the changing recruitment landscape—both as it
pertained to available treatments and to the technological evolution and
adoption of mobile devices by the majority of the population. BBK anticipated
and capitalized on the mobile revolution before competitors could react,
optimizing outreach platforms that resulted in a 377% spike in website traffic
over a 12-month period and yielded 14,879 new referrals that year alone.

TACTIC PERFORMANCE
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INCREASE IN SCREENING

TELEVISION

PAID SEARCH

MOBILE ADVERTISING

SCREENING RATES

Flighted during hours where patients
were most likely to be consuming TV
(early-AM, mid-afternoon, and latenight), BBK’s TV advertisement
generated over 19,000 new referrals.

Paid search referrals spiked during
TV/radio flights, jumping three times
their weekly average during those
periods, and delivered 2,341 referrals.

BBK’s mobile and social advertising
strategy—deployed before competing
depression studies—was effective at
engaging patients and driving them to
the study website to take the prescreener.

By stacking a number of highly
targeted outreach tactics to maximize
study exposure and engagement,
BBK managed to increase total
screening rates by over 50%.

